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Science, Metrology deals with measurement methods and means of ensuring of
their  unity  and  ways  of  achieving  the  required  accuracy.  And  in  this  science
necessarily present concepts such as accuracy, sensitivity, graduation, accuracy class,
measurement  range,  measurement  range,  calibration  of  measuring  instruments,
calibration of measuring instruments and many other scientific terms. But the most
basic, important and considered to be the bread of Metrology is the notion of "error".
Because  the  margin  of  error  describes  the  precision  of  the  measurements.  And
engineer-Metrology  for  many  years  working  with  the  exception  of  any  errors  in
measuring  instruments.  And  error  at  the  moment  klassificeret  on  the  following:
relative,  absolute,  random, rough, systematic,  given,  static,  instrumental,  dynamic,
additive, main, additional, multiplicative, and others. But I will focus on systematic
errors  as  it  is  in  itself  contains  a  very  strong  character  compared  to  the  other.
Systematic error detected experimentally and try to avoid it, not only many proven
methods, but has not been validated. If bias cannot be excluded, it calculate until the
beginning  of  the  measurement  and  the  measurement  result  shall  be  amended
accordingly.  Improvement  of  methods  of  measurement,  the  use  of  high  quality
materials, current technology allows in practice to eliminate systematic errors, so that
the processing results of observations of their presence are often not reckoned. 
Systematic  error  (or,  in  the  physical  jargon,  taxonomy)  characterizes  the
imprecision  of  measuring  instruments  or  the  method  of  data  processing.  More
specifically, it shows our limited knowledge of this inaccuracy: after all, if the device
or instrument "lying", but we know how much we will be able to adjust his testimony
and eliminate the instrumental uncertainty of the result. The word "systematic" means
that measurement can be repeated for the installation of millions of times, but if she
has "no aim", you systematically will receive a value different from true. 
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Any developing science needs young enthusiasts who are in love with her and
ready to devote his life. But science is a "person" is very serious and demanding. Her
one love is not enough. She wants among his fans, only those who could and could
reciprocate. 
Currently, scientific activities are engaged in more than 10,000 scientists from
all over the world at the Large Hadron Collider(LHC). Sophisticated device for the
study and discovery of new physics, heavy ions, supersymmetry, big Bang theory,
dark  energy,  dark  matter,  and  finally  energy  production  in  large  capacities  and
quantities. We know, for example, that electric power has one big disadvantage, no
accumulation of this energy.
Modern Collider experiment is very complicated. It is a huge number of sources
of  systematic  errors  at  various  stages  of  obtaining experimental  results.  Here are
some of them.
Errors can occur at the level of "iron", upon receipt of raw data:
broken or defective registered separate components or sensing elements. In the
detector the millions of individual components, and even if 1% of them okazalsya
working,  it  may degrade the accuracy and "heat"  detector,  and the  clarity  of  the
signal. It must be emphasized that, even if you run the detector is working at 100%,
the  continuous  detection  of  particles  over  time  causes  failure  of  individual
components, so that to monitor the behavior of the detector is absolutely necessary;
 the presence of "blind spots" of the detector; for example, if the particle flies
close to the axis of the beams, it will go out the window and the detector simply do
not notice.
Errors can occur at the stage recognition of raw data into a physical event:
 the error in the measurement of particle energies in the calorimeter;
error in the measurement of the particle trajectories in the tracking detectors,
which inaccurately measured point of departure and momentum of a particle;
 incorrect identification of the type of particles (for example, the system failed
to recognize the trace of π-meson and mistook it for K-meson). Another more subtle
possibility:  incorrect  Association  of  the  hadrons  in  one  hadron  jet  and  a  wrong
assessment of its energy;
 incorrect counting of the number of particles (two particles accidentally flew so
close to each other that the detector saw only one trail and found them in one).
Finally, the new systematic errors are added in the later stage of the analysis
events:
 the  inaccuracy  in  the  measurement  of  the  luminosity  of  the  beams,  which
affects the conversion of the number of events in the cross section of the process;
 the  presence  of  foreign  process  of  birth  of  particles,  which  differ  from  a
physical  point of view, but,  unfortunately, look for a detector are the same. Such
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processes give rise to irreducible background, which often prevents to see the desired
effect;
 the need to simulate the processes (especially hadronization, the transformation
of  quarks  into hadrons),  based partly  on  theory,  partly  on past  experiments.  The
imperfection of both introduces inaccuracies in the new experimental result. For this
reason, the theoretical error is also often referred to as taxonomy.
In some cases, there are sources of systematic errors that manage to get in all
categories, they combine both the properties of the detector hardware, and methods of
data processing and interpretation. For example, if you want to compare with each
other the number of born particles and antiparticles of some species (e.g., muon and
antimuon),  you  do  not  forget  that  your  detector  consists  of  matter  and  not  of
antimatter! This bias towards matter can lead to the fact that the detector will see
fewer muons than antimuons. 
The whole sources of potential problems it is necessary to recognize and assess
their impact on the performed analysis. There is absolutely no universal algorithms;
the researcher  must  understand what  errors  you should pay attention and how to
evaluate  them.  Of  course,  then  come  to  the  aid  of  the  different  calibration
measurements  done  in  the  first  two  years  of  operation  of  the  detector,  and  the
simulation program that allow you to virtually test the behavior of the detector in
various conditions.  But  the main thing in  this  art  is  the  physical  intuition of  the
experimenter, his qualifications and experience.
Careless  assessment  of  systematic  errors  can  lead  to  extremes,  and  very
undesirable.
Low error — that is, the unjustified confidence of the experimenter that the error
in  the detector  are  small,  although they are  actually  much more  — is  extremely
dangerous  because  it  can  lead  to  completely  incorrect  scientific  conclusions.  For
example,  the experimenter  may on that  basis  decide that  the measurements differ
from theoretical  predictions  at  the  level  of  statistical  significance  of  10  standard
deviations,  although  the  true  cause  of  the  discrepancy  may  simply  be  that  he
overlooked source of error, 10 times increases the measurement uncertainty and no
discrepancy is actually there.
To combat this danger is the temptation to fall into the other extreme: "what if
there is still any error? Maybe we have not considered? Why don't we in any case
will increase the error of measurement of 10 times for greater security." This extreme
is  bad  because  it  defeats  the  whole  dimension.  Unnecessarily  overestimating  the
error, you risk to get a result, which will, of course, correct, but very vague, no better
than  the  results  that  were  already  obtained  to  you  at  a  much  more  modest
installations.  This  approach,  in  fact,  negates  all  the  work on the  development  of
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technologies for the manufacture of components for the Assembly of detector, all the
costs of its work and results analysis.
Competent and responsible analysis of the systematics needs to keep the optimal
balance  (maximum  reliability  with  maximum  scientific  value),  avoiding  such
extremes. This is a very delicate and complicated work, and the first page in most
modern articles on experimental particle physics is devoted to a thorough discussion
of systematic (and statistical) errors.
Of  course,  systematic  errors  want  to  take  control.  Since  this  is  a  purely
instrumental effect, the responsibility for this lies entirely with the experimenters who
collected,  configured and running on this  installation.  They make every effort  to
ensure that, first, to correctly detect these errors, and second, to minimize them. In
fact, they begin to engage with the first days of operation, even when there is actually
a scientific research program and has not begun. 
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